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Main Points 

• Global asset markets in August were impacted mainly by a rise in real bond yields in the 

US, led by a change in perceptions about the strength of activity growth in the American 

economy.  

• US 10-year bond yields have risen by almost 50 basis points from mid-July to the end of 

August, most of which stemmed from a rise in real yields, with very little change in 

breakeven inflation. There has been a moderate bear steepening (i.e., dis-inversion) in 

the yield curve in the US, with little change in yields in the EU and elsewhere. 

• Fulcrum’s models interpret these events as a tightening in “unconventional” monetary 

policy, triggered by a combination of firmer activity in the US and a rise in oil prices, both 

of which reduce the likely extent of Fed rate cuts next year. 

• Because the change in unconventional monetary policy has been larger in the US than in 

Europe or Asia, the dollar has been firm, with the overall dollar index rising by 2% in the 

last month. 

• These events also constituted a pause in the regime of supply side improvements that 

have dominated global markets and helped risk assets for lengthy periods since October 

2022. Hence there has been a small decline in equity indices, with the Standard and 

Poor's 500 (S&P 500 Index1) falling slightly in the past month. 

• The final week of August showed some reversal of these shifts in asset prices, suggesting 

that the markets might be shifting back to the supply-friendly interpretation of the 

global economy that dominated markets until July. 

• Looking forward, the main regimes that will impact markets are not very clear, so 

caution is warranted. The strength of US activity, relative to Europe and China, seems 

likely to continue for a while, in which case US real yields and the dollar would probably 

continue to rise somewhat.  

• However, this “no landing” regime could shift back towards a soft-landing scenario if the 

US economy slows in 2023 Q4, especially if supply side gains in the US labour market are 

maintained. A prolonged rise in oil prices above their recent $90/barrel ceiling is the 

main risk factor that could tilt the markets towards a harder landing.    

 
1 S&P 500 Index (a market-capitalization-weighted index of the 500 leading publicly traded companies in the U.S). 



 
     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Blip in the Balanced Portfolio Last Month  

The strong performance by so-called “balanced” portfolios so far in the 2023 calendar year has 

been somewhat surprising to many macro economists, in view of the combination of recession 

and inflation risks that seemed prevalent at the start of the year. Calendar year returns have 

been dominated by global equities, which have risen by 16%2 so far. Among equities, notable 

gains have come from Japan (27%)3 and the Nasdaq (35%)4, while lower returns have been seen 

in the EU (16%)5, UK (1%)6 and especially China (-6%)7. Global bonds (hedged to USD) have 

offered returns of 3%8, while commodities (in USD) have returned -3%9. 

Overall, these asset market results have resulted in year-to-date returns of 10% in a balanced 

portfolio (consisting of 50% global equities, 40% global bonds and 10% commodities). In 

retrospect, this excellent performance was driven mainly by dis-inflation, fuelled by significant 

supply side gains. These supply improvements were, in turn, driven by  

• Lower commodity prices, notably oil 

• Rising labour force participation 

• Better matching between unfilled vacancies and unemployed workers in the labour 

market, leading to a vertical shift downwards in the Beveridge Curve, and 

• Repairs to supply chains fractured during the pandemic.  

In addition to these global factors, there were major regional forces at work, including optimism 

about AI in the US, disappointing activity data from China and the EU, and extremely easy 

monetary policy conditions in Japan.  

In contrast to these strong positive year-to-date returns, balanced portfolios recorded a minor 

setback in August, declining by about 4% at one stage.  

 
2 MSCI AC World Local Total Return Index (a stock index designed to track broad global equity-market performance). 
3 Nikkei 225 Total Return Index (measures the performance of the Nikkei 225 that includes both movements in the index level 
and reinvestment of dividend incomes from its component stocks). 
4 Nasdaq Composite Total Return Index (market capitalization-weighted index of more than 2,500 stocks listed on the Nasdaq 
stock exchange). 
5 Euro Stoxx 50 Net Total Return Index (represents the performance of the 50 largest companies among the 20 supersectors in 
terms of free-float market cap in Eurozone countries). 
6 FTSE 100 Total Return Index (designed to represent the performance of UK companies, providing market participants with a 
comprehensive and complementary set of indexes that measure the performance of all capital and industry segments of the UK 
equity market). 
7 MSCI China All Shares Total Return Index (The index aims to reflect the opportunity set of China share classes listed in Hong 
Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen and outside of China. It is based on the concept of the integrated MSCI China equity universe with 
China A-shares included). 
8 Bloomberg Global Aggregate USD Hedged Total Return Index (a flagship measure of global investment grade debt from a 
multitude local currency markets). 
9 Bloomberg Commodity Index Total Return (composed of futures contracts and reflects the returns on a fully collateralized 
investment in the BCOM). 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nasdaq.asp#citation-15
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nasdaq.asp#citation-15


 
What were the main drivers during August? Among several candidates, we would highlight the 

following: 

• Oil prices rose strongly during the month, reflecting tighter supply conditions in the 

global market. With the Saudis showing little sign of ending their “temporary” cut in 

supply of 1 mb/d, the market could push the price of Brent oil above the recent 

$90/barrel ceiling in coming months. This would represent a significant supply side 

deterioration for the global economy and risk assets. 

• Growth in the US economy is showing signs of rising in 2023 Q3, notably in the Atlanta 

Fed GDPNow projection for the quarter which remains at 5.6%. This may delay the 

prospect of any easing in monetary policy by the Fed, even if policy rates do not rise 

again this year. 

• The surge in the federal budget deficit in the US has continued apace (see the 

Chairman’s Views article on 17 August). It now seems likely that the deficit in FY 2023 

will reach almost 8% of GDP, almost double last year’s outturn. This could explain some 

or all of the rise in US real bond yields this year. (See this article.) 

• In sharp contrast to recent activity data in the US, China has slowed further in August, 

and the imploding real estate sector clearly needs more policy support from the 

government. This support does seem to be on the agenda but is being delivered very 

cautiously at present. We assume that further stimulus will result in GDP growth close to 

the 5% target in 2023.  

• Activity in the EU has deteriorated further, especially in Germany, where the collapse in 

manufacturing is now spreading to the services sector. Germany may well fall into 

recession before year end, but the EU as a whole may narrowly avoid that fate.   

While these factors have undoubtedly contributed to the decline in risk assets in August, a 

major market setback has so far been avoided. There has been one major economic factor 

pulling in a more optimistic direction. This is the continuing downward path for core inflation in 

the US, along with further large improvements in labour force growth (due to rising immigration 

and labour participation) and in labour productivity. It is possible that these supply side 

improvements will be powerful enough to offset the adverse factors listed above, leading to a 

soft landing for the US and global economy. This, in fact, is exactly what has been happening for 

much of the current calendar year. 

The Three Possible “Landings” 

One productive method of analysing how the current economic cycle might proceed is to 

consider whether the next stages will be characterised by a soft landing, a hard landing, or a “no 

landing” scenario. The different regions of the world may well behave differently in this regard 

but (as usual) the US is likely to prove dominant for global markets.  

https://www.fulcrumasset.com/global/en/views-and-research/yellen-reforms-and-gdpnow-raise-us-growth-optimism/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2023/09/03/us-debt-deficit-rises-interest-rate/


 
In order to make the discussion relevant to medium-term views about markets, we focus on the 

possible flow of new economic information at the 3 to 6 months horizon. Any attempt to predict 

the “final” destination of the cycle is much more hazardous, both in terms of the lengthy time 

horizon involved and because there are dangers that the global economy might appear for 

interim periods to be on a path that does not in fact transpire by the end of the cycle. For 

example, it is arguable that the asset markets have shifted towards pricing a soft landing in 

2023, even though the eventual outcome in (say) 2025 might turn out to be very different. For 

Fulcrum’s main investment horizon, it is the markets’ medium-term direction that matters. 

There are three main scenarios in the next 3-6 months: 

1. A Soft Landing. This would be defined as a situation in which the market shifts its 

expectations towards a slowdown in the US economy, and a softening in the labour 

market, without a recession. Core price inflation and wage inflation would remain on a 

downward path, consistent with a return of Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) 

headline inflation to the Fed’s 2% target over the next two years. Unemployment would 

rise moderately, consistent with eventually reaching a maximum rate of 4.5% late in the 

cycle. The Fed would be expected to reduce nominal interest rates broadly in line with 

the decline in core inflation, possibly with a lag. In response to these economic 

developments, the inversion in the yield curve would become far less extreme, and the 

curve may shift towards a more normal upward slope. Returns at the long end of the 

bond market may become positive, but are unlikely to become extremely attractive, 

since the normal recessionary end to the cycle would be avoided or delayed. For the 

same reasons, equity returns would likely be attractive, despite high starting valuations. 

In a risk-on environment, the dollar would probably weaken though this would depend 

on activity growth in regions outside the US. 

 

2. A Hard Landing: This would be the polar opposite development, in which the markets 

would shift their expectations towards an imminent recession in the US, with 

dislocations in consumer and business confidence and declines in risk appetite across 

the financial system. This would imply that the Fed has engaged in overkill, with the 

lagged effects of tighter monetary conditions and the credit squeeze finally becoming 

visible. Real GDP growth would turn sharply negative for at least two quarters, and 

unemployment would rise rapidly towards a maximum level of 5.5%. Fed policy would 

ease abruptly, with policy rates dropping by 300-400 basis points within one year. The 

yield curve would steepen dramatically, with long term yields embarking quickly on a 

path towards 2-2.5% yields. Credit spreads would widen across the entire credit space, 

especially in below investment-grade areas. In a risk-off environment, the dollar might 

strengthen for a while, but equities would fall to new lows for the cycle, possibly 

bottoming at around 3000 for the S&P 500 index. 

 



 
3. A No Landing Scenario. This would be a scenario in which market expectations shift 

towards firmer growth and higher core inflation in the US economy, raising awkward 

questions about whether the Fed has done enough to kill medium term inflation risks. 

This scenario would be triggered by the continuation of above-trend GDP growth, 

probably running at above 3% for a further period after the end of 2023 Q3. The 

softening in the labour market would begin to reverse, with growth in non-farm payrolls 

rising to 250,000 or more. Unemployment rates would fall towards 3%, and wage 

inflation would re-accelerate. Core price inflation would become stuck at around 4%, 

with the Fed having to admit that it would be likely to miss its 2% inflation target for a 

very prolonged period ahead. In consequence, the Federal Open Market Committee 

(FOMC) would need to raise policy rates towards 6-6.5%, and that would drag bond 

yields towards 4.75-5.0%, with rising real yields fueling most of these increases in 

interest rates. 

 

Suhail Shaikh, Fulcrum’s CIO, has produced detailed analysis of how these three scenarios might 

play out for the three component segments of the Diversified Absolute Return Fund in the 

appendix below.  

 

 

Conclusion 

The final and most difficult step needed to complete this analysis is to assess probabilities to 

each of the three possible broad scenarios outlined above. Recall that the intention is to 

consider the likely flow of economic information in the next 3-6 months, not the eventual 

destination of the economic cycle at some uncertain date in the more distant future. 

Although Fulcrum’s macroeconomic models provide essential inputs into these considerations, 

discretionary judgement is also required to reach an assessment at present. We currently judge 

that there is a 60% likelihood that a soft-landing scenario will become dominant in the next 3-6 

months, a 30% likelihood of a no landing scenario and a 10% likelihood of a hard landing 

scenario. It is likely that Fulcrum’s asset market views will continue to be impacted substantially 

by further developments in this assessment. 

 

Gavyn Davies 

6 September 2023 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
Appendix 

 

Source: Fulcrum Asset Management LLP. As at 5th September 2023. 



 
Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. The Fund’s investment objectives, 
risks, charges, and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The prospectus and 
summary prospectus contain this and other important information about the investment 
company, and it may be obtained by calling 1.855.538.5278, or visiting 
www.fulcrumassetfunds.com. Read them carefully before investing. 
 

The Fulcrum Diversified Absolute Return Fund is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC. 
 
Fulcrum Asset Management LLP (“Fulcrum”) does not produce independent Investment Research and any 
content disseminated is not prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 
independence of investment research and as such should be deemed as marketing communications.  This 
document is also considered to be a minor non-monetary (‘MNMB’) benefit under Directive 2014/65/EU 
on Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (‘MiFID II’) which transposed into UK domestic law under 
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended). Fulcrum defines MNMBs as documentation 
relating to a financial instrument or an investment service which is generic in nature and may be 
simultaneously made available to any investment firm wishing to receive it or to the general public. The 
following information may have been disseminated in conferences, seminars and other training events on 
the benefits and features of a specific financial instrument or an investment service provided by Fulcrum. 
  
Any views and opinions expressed are for informational and/or similarly educational purposes only and 
are a reflection of the author’s best judgment, based upon information available at the time obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable and providing information in good faith, but no responsibility is 
accepted for any errors or omissions. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. 
The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by 
subsequent market events or for other reasons. Some of the statements may be forward-looking 
statements or statements of future expectations based on the currently available information. 
Accordingly, such statements are subject to risks and uncertainties. For example, factors such as the 
development of macroeconomic conditions, future market conditions, unusual catastrophic loss events, 
changes in the capital markets and other circumstances may cause the actual events or results to be 
materially different from those anticipated by such statements. In no case whatsoever will Fulcrum be 
liable to anyone for any decision made or action taken in conjunction with the information and/or 
statements in this press release or for any related damages.  Reproduction of this material in whole or in 
part is strictly prohibited without prior written permission of Fulcrum Copyright ©  Fulcrum Asset 
Management LLP 2023. All rights reserved. 
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